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Install screw into weight from the bottom to hold coupler box 
in place.

 Proto Power West/A-line moldable lead #13010 may be used 
to fill center sill of car for additional weight, also PPW/A-Line 
85’ FLAT CAR Center Sill Weights #13201 can be used.  Car 
will be lower and turning radius will be lessened.

 3.  Cut 2-3/16” off each end of the upper underframe.

 5.  Place new cast weight assembly in place of old body 
bolster and draw bar.

 8.   Notch each end sill of car to fit coupler box.  Notch 
should not exceed 5/16” (See Detail).

10. Drill a #50 hole at indentation in weight (see detail). 

14.  Assemble top of car as desired.

12.  Disassemble and apply a small amount of thick ACC or 
GOO to weight assembly.  Make sure that glue does not get 
on coupler pocket.  Re-assemble.

NOTE! You can also use Kadee Coupler #26 with a longer 
shank to make the 85’ Flat Car more prototypical looking and 
to help coupler swing on curves and through switches. 

 4.  Assemble car underframe in normal manner.  Lower 
underframe may need to be trimmed at ends.

 6.  Trim truck mounting post flush with bottom of cast weight 
for correct coupler height.  Then remove weight.

9.  Insert coupler box into weight.

13.  Repeat for other end of car.

 2.  Optional:  Discard Athearn steel weight or cut 2-3/16” off 
each end and use.

11.  Test fit weight and car assembly.  Do not glue at this time.

 7.  Assemble coupler box with modification (See Detail).

 1.  After identifying all parts, remove any flash without   
destroying parts.

Assembly with Reference to Original 
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